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traffic engineering + design

company profile

Behind everything we do
is effective engagement,
intellectual rigour and
imagination.
InfraPlan represents an award-winning team of
planning and engineering professionals with a fresh
approach to urban and regional challenges. We are
passionate problem solvers who seek opportunities
to improve the safety, liveability and functionality
of places.
Our services include:
+ integrated transport and land use planning
+ urban and regional planning
+ transport strategy
+ traffic and transport engineering
+ infrastructure design
+ project management
+ sustainable movement planning
+ community and stakeholder engagement
+ waste management
We believe that strong partnerships lead to
successful results. Our adaptive approach enables
the evolution of ideas, from thought-to-action with
outcomes that stand the test of time.
Our successful track record, national presence and
commitment to outstanding client satisfaction are
driven by an enthusiastic, flexible and responsive
team. Together, we are considered industry leaders
responsible for an impressive suite of projects
across private enterprise, local, state and federal
government sectors.
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What we do

transport +
movement
strategy
Transport strategies & plans;
walking, cycling & mobility
planning; access auditing;
innovative streetscape &
liveable neighbourhood
design.

infrastructure +
project
development
Project management from
inception to construction
& handover; business case
development for road, light
rail, heavy rail & urban
design projects; waste
management; due diligence.

urban +
regional
planning
Strategic & integrated
planning; urban & regional
policy; land use planning;
GIS analysis & mapping;
community & stakeholder
engagement; zoning review;
master planning.

traffic
engineering +
design
Traffic engineering &
modelling; traffic impact
statements; local area
traffic management (LATM);
parking demand & car
park design; infrastructure
design; technical analysis.
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How we think

How we do business

vision

corporate responsibility

Many enterprises have a vision or mission
statement that is core to their reason for being
– at InfraPlan we have two central objectives:
+ InfraPlan will set new standards in the
development of urban and infrastructure
systems both nationally and internationally.
+ Through service to our clients and
collaboration with our colleagues, we aspire
to create a lasting legacy that improves the
lives of people while being protective of our
environment.

values
We are driven by the following core values:
+
+
+
+
+

Honesty, integrity and social responsibility.
Strong and decisive leadership.
Adaptiveness and responsiveness.
Professionalism in our approach.
Respect for all involved in the planning and
environmental assessment process.
+ Protection of the environment.
+ Accountability and transparency.
+ Appropriate work-life balance for our
employees.
We uphold the profession’s standards and
Code of Ethics of each of the membership
institutions to which we belong, including the
Planning Institute of Australia (PIA); Property
Council of Australia; Engineers Australia; Urban
Development Institute of Australia (UDIA) and
the Australian Institute of Traffic Planning and
Management (AITPM).

The global community faces the enormous
challenges of climate change, environmental
degradation, resource depletion and high energy
costs. InfraPlan believes that our generation,
beyond any other in the history of humankind has
to meet these challenges for the benefit of future
generations. As a part of this belief, InfraPlan has
developed a Corporate Responsibility Strategy
(CRS) based on social and environmental key
performance indicators (KPIs).
These indicators take into account both the
satisfaction of our clients and our firm’s economic
performance. The InfraPlan team develops
and implements procedures to ensure that the
objectives of the CRS are achieved.

health+safety
InfraPlan is committed to the occupational health
and safety of all employees and those visiting
the company’s premises by providing a safe and
healthy workplace. The company upholds its
occupational health and safety responsibilities
with the utmost importance.

risk management
InfraPlan practices across a diverse spectrum of
activities and environments. With this diversity
comes an equally vast and complex range of risks,
as well as a wealth of opportunity. Commitment
to managing and understanding the risks related
to the conduct of InfraPlan’s activities and
work environments is critical to preserving and
protecting our sound reputation and integrity.

environment
As a growing business operating nationwide,
InfraPlan is committed to leading the industry
in minimising the impact of its activities on the
environment. The ‘InfraPlan Sustainability Strategy’
represents this commitment and details our social
and environmental KPIs that are tied to economic
performance and growth.
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Projects

transport +
movement strategy
The development and management of safe and
efficient transport networks is fundamental to
achieving sustainable urban and regional areas.
InfraPlan has extensive experience in transport
strategy and active movement planning and are
considered leaders in the field. InfraPlan has
successfully delivered high-level strategic plans,
detailed strategies, infrastructure design and policy
development.
We have developed a collaborative approach
to working with state and local governments,
commercial enterprises and academic agencies
to deliver specialised and expert results. Our
understanding of transport and land use integration,
transport policy, active movement opportunities
and Standards enables us to provide professional
advice to achieve our clients desired outcomes.

services
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Strategic walking & cycling plans
Bicycle network planning
Pedestrian network planning
Access for All Audits: streetscape & play space
TravelSmart strategies
Integrated transport planning
Trail feasibility studies
Multi-user trails
Concept & detailed design of walking &
cycling infrastructure
Link & Place Analysis
On-street lanes, off-street paths & traffic
separated
Wayfinding plans & strategies
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)
compliance
Traffic speed reduction strategies
Local area traffic management plans
Travel demand management
GIS analysis & mapping
Effective job density mapping
Active transport encouragement strategies
End & mid-trip facilities for pedestrians &
cyclists
Community & Stakeholder engagement
High quality graphic design & infographics
Active movement advocacy & research papers
Public transport & corridor planning
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North Terrace West Movement Study
Working with the City of Adelaide, DPTI, Renewal SA and
ODASA, InfraPlan assessed baseline and future conditions
data for transport and movements along North Terrace
West. The Study assessed a range of information, including
land use, movement generators, demographics, vehicle and
bicycle parking stations and public transport journeys to
inform an urban design and planning response that supports
the vision for the State’s premier boulevard. Stakeholders
were also engaged to refine opportunities to be owned
across agencies and various levels of government.
City of Onkaparinga Cycling Study & Trails Engagement
InfraPlan undertook evidence-based research into cycling
and the various trail networks (walking, horse, scuba,
rock-climbing, canoe) to inform the development of the
Integrated Movement and Transport Strategy, Economic
Growth and Investment Strategy and the Trails and Cycling
Strategic Management Plan. InfraPlan produced a prioritised
network plan and recommendations derived from the
correlation of extensive consultation, research and analysis.
For this project, InfraPlan received the 2016 PIA SA Award
for Planning Excellence in ‘Best Planning Ideas – Large’.
Loddon Campaspe Integrated Transport Strategy
InfraPlan, with Geoff Anson Consulting developed the
Loddon Campaspe Integrated Transport Strategy. Covering
six Victorian local government areas, the evidence-based
strategy provides a region-wide framework to ensure the
transport network remains fit-for-purpose and adaptable
for future needs. Extensive consultation was required with
internal and external stakeholders to ensure the strategy
represented the entire region.
Guide for Planning & Assessment of Industrial Areas
These guidelines, commissioned by AUSTROADS, provide
information based on best practice principles to help industry
professionals understand the needs and challenges of road
access and circulation in industrial areas. They also outline
easy-to-follow processes that inform and guide all those
involved in the planning and assessment of industrial areas.
North-West Light Rail Assessment & Feasibility Study
In 2013, InfraPlan assessed the light rail extension to Port
Adelaide, West Lakes and Outer Harbor. In 2015, InfraPlan
was subsequently engaged to undertake a detailed feasibility
study for the project. Assessment included review of
station precincts, door to door analysis, land use impacts,
development opportunities, light rail system capacity,
property uplift and assessment of costs.
Norwood Payneham St Peters City Wide Bike Plan
InfraPlan prepared the ‘Plan To Cycle, Citywide Cycling Plan’
for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters in 2013. The
Plan is an integrated approach aiming to re-balance the
streets and provide vibrant, liveable neighbourhoods that are
safe and enjoyable for all transport modes. For this project,
InfraPlan received the 2014 AITPM ‘Award for Excellence in
Transport Planning’.
City of Unley Walking and Cycling Plan 2016-2021
InfraPlan was engaged by the City of Unley to prepare a
strategy for walking and cycling infrastructure and programs
to make the City safer and more attractive for current and
future users. It includes a detailed network strategy (GIS),
action plan and design toolkit to assist Council decision
making and best practice outcomes.
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Projects

infrastructure +
project development
InfraPlan has developed a unique and powerful
approach in project concept development required
to prove up and develop multi-million to well over
billion dollar plus infrastructure projects in a cost
effective way, and over a short period of time.
InfraPlan has also been actively engaged over the
past few years in developing business cases for some
of Australia’s largest infrastructure projects, often
to underpin funding submissions to Infrastructure
Australia and other bodies. The level of planning,
design and due diligence can be intense and
requires a strong multi-disciplinary team in a short
amount of time to work up a robust scheme for
analysis.

services
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

Project Management
Project rationale & due diligence
Business case development
Triple Bottom-Line Project Appraisal
Sustainability Assessment of Infrastructure
Travel Demand Management
Short to long term economic & land
development models
Economic analysis including Cost Benefit
assessments
Engineering options & variations, Capex &
Opex costs
Environmental Impact Assessments
Constructability, Risk & Cost & Whole of Life
Costing
Landscaping & urban design philosophy
including planning of the surrounding public
realm
Visual & aesthetic assessments of
infrastructure
Property value impact analysis
Project Impact/Assessment Reports
Feasibility studies & investigations
Waste management solutions

AdeLINK Business Case - Adelaide’s Tram Network
In 2016, InfraPlan was engaged by the South Australian
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI)
to Project Manage the detailed AdeLINK Business Case,
which will determine 6 new light rail/tram routes across
inner and middle Adelaide. InfraPlan’s role included a MultiCriteria Analysis of route alternatives, overseeing the tender
process commissioning businesses to undertake planning
and design, set out a plan with options for delivery, as well
as the analysis of project costs and benefits over multiple
tram route projects.
Adelaide Showgrounds Railway Station, Wayville
InfraPlan project managed the planning, development
and design of the new rail station in Wayville (over a
short time of 2-3 months) through to the detailed design
and construction phase. The railway station provides for
significant employment, transit oriented development and
caters to more than 1 million visitors per annum.
Cost Benefit Analysis and Business Case Development
for Infrastructure Australia and Local Government
Cost benefit analysis and business case development of
locally significant infrastructure for councils seeking funding,
including the Bald Hills Interchange (District Council of
Mount Barker), King Street Bridge (City of Holdfast Bay) and
assessments for the City of Whittlesea and District Council of
Clare and Gilbert Valleys.
Darlington Upgrade: Options Review
InfraPlan was engaged by DPTI to review the functionality
and design of options for the National and State funded
South Road upgrade at Darlington (project cost of $620m).
Traffic, pedestrian and cycling movement, social and visual
impacts, future demand modelling were all reviewed as part
of this project, culminating in a multi-criteria analysis and
expert panel lead by InfraPlan to select the best design.
O-Bahn City Access Project, Project Impact Report
This project will extend Adelaide’s O-Bahn bus system from
the end of the busway at Gilberton into the city centre.
The Project will deliver centrally aligned priority bus lanes
along Hackney Road and a dedicated bus tunnel from the
National Wine Centre, under the heritage listed Parklands
to meet the existing Grenfell Street bus lanes. InfraPlan was
engaged by DPTI to lead and manage the development of
the Project Impact Report (PIR), including assessment of the
traffic, parking, movement, social, environmental, visual
and heritage impacts of the $160m project. The Project was
approved, with construction commencing in early 2016.
Northern Connector Business Case
InfraPlan was engaged to provide high level advice regarding
strategic and economic analysis, screenline analysis, land
use and zoning planning, sustainability and project impact
statements, modelling advice, network planning, value
capture analysis and project planning. InfraPlan has also
recently reviewed sections of the Public Impact Report.
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Bakewell Bridge Redevelopment Project
InfraPlan was required to provide network and economic
analysis of staging options for the Bakewell Bridge (Adelaide
SA) Redevelopment Project during the construction phase,
as part of an Urban Development and Value Capture process
supporting a master-planning process, whilst supporting the
objectives of the State Government’s Strategic Plan.
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Projects

urban +
regional planning
InfraPlan’s experienced team of professional urban
and regional planners provide integrated land use
and transport planning, strategic policy development
services, economic development analysis as well as
project consultation and facilitation. We follow the
fundamentals of strategic planning, combined with
an innovative and tailored approach to deliver on
our clients’ needs. InfraPlan is also called upon to
undertake the consultation process for community
and stakeholder engagement. This can include
individual interviews with businesses and public
surveys to large meetings and workshops with key
stakeholder and community groups.
Our collaborative approach to working with
communities, state and local governments, the
business sector and academic institutions delivers
specialised and expert results.

services
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Strategic planning
Urban & regional growth policy
Policy development & analysis
Land use planning
Planning literature & policy review
Integrated transport & land use planning
Development Plan Amendments (DPAs)
Planning for active movement integration
Stakeholder & community engagement
Masterplanning of main streets, precincts,
activity centres & corridors
Demographic analysis, assessment &
reporting
Economic development frameworks,
including Triple Bottom Line (TBL) evaluation
Environmental, social & economic impact
statements
Urban Development Programs (industrial &
residential)
Infrastructure analysis & feasibility studies
Developer Contribution Programs
Planning for social & economic projects
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED)
Value capture analysis & urban regeneration
associated with infrastructure projects
GIS mapping & analysis
High quality graphic outputs & infographics
Structure planning
Link & Place analysis
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‘Infill versus Greenfield Development’ Research Paper
InfraPlan was commissioned by the State Government of
SA to examine the infrastructure costs, household running
costs and economic impact (jobs and industry) of infill versus
greenfield development. The benefits, costs and impacts of
these two types of development can vary widely depending
on where they are applied; city, inner and middle ring, or the
metropolitan periphery.
Campbelltown Economic Activity Zone Review
InfraPlan was engaged to inform the preparation of a local
Development Plan Amendment facilitating an integrated
policy environment for the local area, ensuring economic
zones are resilient, growth is sustained and the City can adapt
to changing external influences, emerging trends and market
demands. It involved a cross-correlation of demographic and
economic data, policy and legislative review, property market
analysis, transport assessment, centre concept planning and
discussion around urban design and car parking.
Review of Centre, Commercial, Industrial &
Infrastructure Zones, City of Tea Tree Gully
InfraPlan reviewed the function and viability of existing
‘Centre’, ‘Commercial’, ‘Industry’ and ‘Infrastructure’ zones,
while identifying new and emerging industry trends, the
potential of attracting industry to establish within the City
and advice on structure planning activity centres.
Open Space Contribution Scheme Assessment
InfraPlan was engaged by the Local Government Association
(LGA) to review the current South Australian legislative open
space contribution model for development. Findings were
based on assessment of existing legislation and application of
the funding process, with key issues drawn from consultation
with local government planners from across South Australia.
Yarra Ranges Township Review Project
This project was the first step in a 10-year capital works
program consisting of approximately $15m in public realm
infrastructure. InfraPlan was engaged to undertake the initial
phases of the project, comprising data cleansing, processing
and analysis to assess the 41 towns across the Council area,
each rated on 217 criteria as determined from the Australian
National Urban Design Protocol.
Northern Connector Land Use & Transport Study
InfraPlan was engaged by DPTI to identify and scope
opportunities for land use change adjacent to Adelaide’s
proposed Northern Connector motorway (project cost
$985m). Recommended actions, high-level planning and
overall project refinements were delivered as part of the brief.
Kadina Town Centre Masterplan
InfraPlan worked with WAX Design and URPS to rejuvenate
the Kadina Town Centre by increasing pedestrian connectivity
and amenity, rationalise car parking and increase town
centre activation. InfraPlan developed several innovative yet
practical design scenarios reflecting the cultural, character
and aspirational values of the town. The team was awarded
a Certificate of Commendation for ‘Best Planning Ideas –
Small Project’ from PIA SA.
Sturt Stormwater Management Plan
InfraPlan has provided the planning due diligence and
development potential that would increase impervious areas
for the Cities of West Torrens, Port Adelaide Enfield and the
Sturt region, covering parts of five Council areas.
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Projects

traffic engineering +
design
InfraPlan has extensive experience in the fields
of traffic engineering and infrastructure design.
Our understanding of transport policy, Australian
Standards, traffic modelling, impacts and analysis
systems enables us to provide professional advice
to achieve our clients desired outcomes.
Consulting services include pedestrian and
cycling planning, infrastructure design, road
and intersection design, multi-use trail network
planning as well as strategy and policy advice.
We have developed a collaborative approach
to working with state and local governments,
commercial enterprise and academic agencies to
deliver professional specialised and expert results.

services
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Traffic engineering & management
Public transport & corridor planning
Transport & economic evaluation
Business case development for funding
Technical transport/traffic modelling and
forecasting (SIDRA & AIMSUN)
Design in AutoCAD
Travel Demand Management (TDM)
Traffic Impact Statements
Car park planning, policy & design
Parking demand & traffic generation analysis
Auto Track vehicle simulation & path
modelling for cars, deliveries, waste &
emergency services
Road & intersection design
Detailed design for pedestrian & bicycle
infrastructure
Detailed traffic analysis for integration with
active movement strategies
Local Area Traffic Management Plans (LATMP)
Public transport accessibility
Transport feasibility studies
Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED)
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant
design
Data collection & analysis (monitoring &
evaluation)
GIS analysis & mapping
Road safety auditing
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Local Area Traffic Management (LATM)
InfraPlan offer a range of traffic management solutions that
are tailored to suit the Council/client, community and public
realm. Using traditional traffic calming/diversion devices
and/or urban design elements, InfraPlan will help create
more liveable neighbourhoods (Streets for People principles)
that find the right balance for all transport modes. Recent
projects include North Adelaide LATPM (City of Adelaide),
Campbelltown LATMP (City of Campbelltown), Churchill
LATMP (City of Prospect) and Aldinga Arts Eco-Village
Movement Plan (AAEV Pty Ltd).
Traffic Impact Statements & Assessments
InfraPlan prepare Traffic Impact Assessments for small and
large, residential, mixed-use and commercial projects. These
have included, the new 400 bed Calvary Hospital; Young
Henry’s Brewery; Minda Redevelopment comprising 650
dwellings (City of Holdfast Bay); and the Kings Road MixedUse Development of 80,000m2 (Commercial General).
City of Whittlesea Transport Modelling
InfraPlan was engaged to undertake traffic network impact
analysis of 26 modelled scenarios using outputs from the
Victorian Integrated Transport Model. InfraPlan assessed
outputs, developed project cost estimations and built an
economic Return on Investment tool for a range of projects,
from minor road upgrades to major motorway development.
Henley Square Redevelopment
InfraPlan (with Taylor Cullity Lethlean (TCL) and Troppo
Architects) were selected as the winning design team to
reinvent Adelaide’s Henley Square following an international
design competition held by the City of Charles Sturt. The $8
million project unites the Square, beach and promenade
with connections to Seaview Road. InfraPlan worked closely
with the team and DPTI to enhance the safety and legibility
for pedestrians and cyclists, reduce traffic speed, re-design
the car parks and improve traffic circulation.
Kilburn & Blair Athol Regeneration Master Plan
InfraPlan (with Fyfe) have been engaged by Renewal SA to
undertake the Urban Regeneration Masterplan for Kilburn
and Blair Athol, in Adelaide’s inner-north. The masterplan
will facilitate changes to the area, such as population, land
use and traffic. InfraPlan is responsible for undertaking the
traffic network assessment, including: impacts to the road
network, public transport patronage, walking and cycling
networks, freight, as well as current and future residents.
Assessments for Vertical Car Park Stacking Systems
Vertical car stacking systems along with car elevators can
replace traditional ramp/floor car park design. InfraPlan
have successfully completed assessments for multi-story
residential developments utilising automated car stacking
systems, some with up to 80 car parks.
Car Park Design & Compliance Review, 50 Flinders St.
InfraPlan has successfully undertaken numerous car park
designs and compliance reviews, including 50 Flinders Street
in the Adelaide CBD. Engaged by Commercial & General,
InfraPlan prepared a traffic impact statement for the
proposed 15 storey commercial development. The physical
and planning constraints of the development site required
an innovative alternative to a two-way ramp, supportive of
80 car parks over two levels. InfraPlan successfully designed
a unique single lane, reversible ramp system, which was
subsequently approved and constructed in 2015.
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Clients
federal government

local government

Australian Local Government Association

SA

+

Australian Transport Council

+

Adelaide Hills Council

+

AUSTROADS

+

Campbelltown City Council

+

Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development

+

City of Adelaide

+

Infrastructure Australia

+

City of Charles Sturt

+

City of Holdfast Bay

state government

+

City of Marion

+

City of Mitcham

+

Department of Planning Transport and
Infrastructure (DPTI), SA

+

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters

+

Urban Renewal Authority (Renewal SA), SA

+

City of Onkaparinga

+

Office for Design and Architecture SA
(ODASA)

+

City of Port Adelaide Enfield

+

City of Prospect

+

Affordable Housing Unit
Department of Families and Communities, SA

+

City of Salisbury

+

Housing SA

+

City of Tea Tree Gully

+

South Australian Murray Darling Basin Natural
Resource Management Board

+

City of Unley

+

City of West Torrens

+

Northern Territory Government
Department of Planning and Infrastructure

+

Clare and Gilbert Valleys District Council

+

Department of Transport and Regional
Services, ACT

+

Local Government Association (SA)

+

Light Regional Council

+

Queensland Transport

+

Metropolitan Local Government Group

+

Mount Barker District Council

+

Port Augusta City Council

+

VIC
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+

Central Goldfields Shire

+

City of Greater Bendigo

+

City of Whittlesea

+

Loddon Shire Council

+

Macedon Ranges Shire Council

+

Mount Alexander Shire Council

+

Shire of Campaspe

+

Yarra Ranges Council

private sector
+

AECOM

+

Jensen Planning + Design

+

AEP Health Group

+

JPE Design Studio

+

Aldinga Arts Eco Village

+

John Holland

+

ALGA

+

Kath Moore & Associates

+

APEX Property Solutions

+

Kellog Brown & Root (KBR)

+

APS Manufacturing & Logistics

+

Maras Group

+

Aretzis Group

+

Mott Macdonald

+

Aurecon

+

Oxigen

+

Australian Portable Camps

+

Parsons Brinckerhoff

+

Bantry Group

+

Placeplan Property Services

+

Brown Falconer

+

Plan Build

+

Calvary Hospital

+

Property & Advisory

+

Coles Group

+

Property Council of Australia

+

Colliers International

+

Ruan Consulting

+

Commercial & General

+

SGS Economics and Planning

+

Connell Wagner

+

SMEC

+

Connor Holmes

+

Southfront

+

DiFede Newton

+

St Andrew’s Hospital

+

Econsearch

+

St George College

+

Ekistics Planning & Design

+

Taylor Cullity Lethlean (TCL)

+

Forme Projex

+

Tectvs

+

Fyfe

+

Tonkin

+

Geoff Anson Consulting

+

Tract

+

GHD

+

Uniting Communities SA

+

Hames Sharley

+

Urban and Regional Planning Solutions (URPS)

+

Hansen Yuncken

+

Watersun Assett

+

Hemisphere Design

+

WAX Design

+

JDF Real Estate

+

WSP
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Level 3, 66 Wyatt Street
Adelaide SA 5000
P +61 8 8227 0372
Ground Floor, 9/11 Mount Street
Prahran VIC 3181
P +61 3 8080 9639
E admin@infraplan.com.au
W www.infraplan.com.au

